
AP Literature and Composition 
2017 Summer Assignment 

S.H. Rider High School 
 

The following packet will explain the expectations and requirements for the AP English IV summer 
reading assignment. You will need to read the entire packet to fully understand the assignment. My 
email address and Twitter account (fastest response) are included at the end if you need further 
clarification. 
 
You will read two works for AP Literature and Composition this summer.  One will be a mandatory novella, 
and one will be a choice novel. (*novella: a short novel or long short story). For each novel, you will complete 
two assignments: Annotations and an AP Test Preparation Book Page. 
 

Required Novella: Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad 
Choice Novels:      Go Tell It On The Mountain by James Baldwin 
 One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel Garcia Marquez 
 House Made of Dawn by N. Scott Momaday 
 The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan 
 In the Time of Butterflies by Julia Alvarez 
 Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  
 A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini 

 
Read and annotate two novels over the course of the summer. You must read and annotate Heart of 

Darkness by Joseph Conrad, and you have a choice of one of seven other novels to read and annotate. 

You need 100 annotations for Heart of Darkness and for your choice novel. Refer to the annotation 

guides in this packet for instructions. All annotations must be numbered.  

You will be assessed on four categories: completion (did you complete the appropriate number of 

annotations?), quality of annotations (how insightful were your annotations?), “spread-outness” 

(did you skip any chapters?), and variety of devices (did you annotate the devices evenly or close to 

evenly?). See the attached annotation rubric. 

Three methods for annotations 
 
Traditional annotation method - Students who use the traditional annotation method have an 
advantage on the AP literature and composition test over students who use another method since 
this method most directly translates to annotating passage on the test. Books with larger margins, 
usually not the mass market paperbacks, work best for this method. Students will highlight in their 
books. They chose a margin area in the book near the highlighted section, number their annotation, 
label the annotation, and write out the significance directly on the page.  
 
Post-it note method - Students who use the post-it note method still highlight and number 
annotations in the book. Then they either use full adhesive post-it notes on the directly on the page 
or they use page markers or tabs at the edge of the pages to write out their label and significance.  
 
Annotation sheet method - Students who use an annotation sheet still highlight in the book, but 
instead of writing their annotations in the margins, they number them. Then, they have a sheet of 
handwritten or typed labels and commentary (significance) that are numbered to correspond with 
the highlighted sections.  

http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Super-Sticky-Full-Adhesive-Notes-3-in-x-3-in-Aqua-Wave-2-Pads-Pack?N=4327+3294413770&rt=rud
http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Page-Markers-Assorted-Ultra-Colors-1-2-in-x-2-in-100-Pad-5-Pads-Pk?N=4327+3294644028&rt=rud
http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Tabs-2-inch-Rio-de-Janeiro-Collection-6-Tabs-Color-5-Colors-30-Tabs-Pack?N=4327+3294276317&rt=rud


Pro tip - Make a Calendar for Reading 
 

You have the entirety of the summer for this assignment, but if you put off reading until the end of 
summer, you may find yourself with too much work and not enough time the weeks before school 
starts. Plan your summer reading, and share your plan with someone who will help keep you 
accountable. Get a calendar or print out a calendar for the summer. Mark out any days you will not 
have to work (ie. vacations, sporting events, work days). Preview your novels and divide into 
readable chunks. Write your sections out on your calendar and mark off your reading tasks as you 
complete them. Reading while annotating will slow you down, but you will gain a deeper 
understanding of what you are reading. Many students prefer to read a predetermined section and 
lightly underline while reading. After reading the section, go back to the underlined sections and 
annotate.  

 
The Choice Novels 

 

Heart of Darkness (1899) by Joseph Conrad – An English novella about an ivory transporter’s 
experience as he travels the Congo River to Central Africa. 
 
Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953) by James Baldwin – An American semi-autobiographical novel that 
discusses both racism in the 1930’s and the dual role of the Christian church in the lives of African 
Americans.  
 
One Hundred Years of Solitude (1967) by Gabriel Garcia Marquez – A Columbian novel about a 
multigenerational family’s struggle with social and political hardships.  
  
House Made of Dawn (1968) by N. Scott Momaday – An American novel about an American Indian 
World War II veteran’s attempt to reintegrate into society after the war.  
 
The Joy Luck Club (1989) by Amy Tan – An American novel about four Chinese American immigrant 
families that gather over a mahjong table for food and storytelling.   
 
In the Time of Butterflies (1994) by Julia Alvarez – An American novel about four Dominican 
Republican sisters’ determination to overthrow a dictatorship. 
 
Purple Hibiscus (2003) by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie – A Nigerian novel about a family’s struggle 
with political strife and domestic violence.  
 
A Thousand Splendid Suns (2007) by Khaled Hosseini – An American novel about two Afghanistani 
women from different walks of life thrown together by social circumstances in a country amidst 
political upheaval.    
 



 
The Heart of Darkness Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using  

the color beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed 

through the page.  Next to the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t  

have room for sentences here.  Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out 

danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of despair  

 
Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Good vs. Evil      Light vs. Dark 

Man vs. Nature      Interiors and Exteriors 

Fate vs. Free Will 

 

Characterization: Yellow    Symbolism: Pink 

M = Marlow      Two Knitting Women 

Ma = The Manager     Flies  

B = The Brickmaker     Fog 

P = Pilgrims      Heads of Sticks 

C = Cannibals      Language 

A = The Accountant     The Accountant 

R = Russian trader     God Imagery 

He = The Helmsman      River 

K = Mr. Kurtz                                    White Sepulchre 

H = The Harlequin 

Mi = The Mistress                                                       

I = The Intended                                                                                      

 

Theme Ideas: Green  

Race                                Identity      Time 

Power      Femininity     Hypocrisy 

Madness                               Communication     Darkness 

Fear                                              Exploration     Evil 

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence structure)  

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 

Go Tell It on the Mountain Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using  
the color beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed  
through the page.  Next to the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t  
have room for sentences here.  Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out  
danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of despair  
 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

North and South 

Falling and Climbing 

 

Characterization: Yellow    Symbolism: Pink 

J = John Grimes      Music 

G = Gabriel Grimes     Grimes’ Home 

E = Elizabeth Grimes     The Church 

F = Aunt Florence     The City 

Ro = Roy Grimes     The Threshing-Floor 

Ru = Ruth Grimes      

E = Elisha 

D = Deborah 

Es = Esther      

R = Royal       

Fr = Frank                                    

Ri = Richard 

FJ = Father James                                                    

        

Theme Ideas: Green  

Family Conflicts                    Gender    Maturity (Coming of Age) 

Sex       Sin    Race  

Religion                                      Violence     

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence structure)  

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 
One Hundred Years of Solitude Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using the color  
beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to  
the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.   
Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color –  
blackness of despair  

 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Fate vs. Free Will 

Repeated names 

Past, present, and future 

 

Characterization: Yellow         

First Generation:   Fourth Generation:    Other characters:   

J = Jose Acadio Buendia   RB = Remedios the Beauty   Me = Melquiades   

U = Ursula Iguaran   JS = Jose Arcadio Segundo   P = Pilar Ternera 

Second Generation:   AS = Aureliano Segundo   PC = Petra Cotes              

A= Amaranta    F = Fernanda del Carpio                   MB = Mauricio Babilonia  

C= Colonel Aureliano Buendia  Fifth Generation    Pi = Pietro Crespi   

R= Remedios Moscote   II = Jose Arcadio (II)    CG – Colonel Gerineldo Marquez 

JA = Jose Arcadio   AU = Amaranta Ursula   D = Don Apolinar Moscote 

Re = Rebeca    G = Gaston 

Third Generation:   M = Meme 

AJ = Aureliano Jose   Sixth Generation: 

Ar = Arcadio    Au = Aureliano (II) 

S = Santa Sofia de la Piedad                                                      

 

Theme Ideas: Green     Symbolism/Motifs: Pink 

Memory/past           Supernatural  Family  A’s Black Bandage  C’s Little Gold Fish 

Sex        Wisdom  Warfare  Ash Wednesday   Ghost 

Perseverance       Love   Language The Railroad   The English Encyclopedia 

Death       Baby with the Tail of a Pig  Me’s Writings 

       The Golden Chamber Pot 

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 
House Made of Dawn Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using  
the color beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed  
through the page.  Next to the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t  
have room for sentences here.  Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out  
danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of despair  
 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Rural life vs. City Life 

Cultures (Native American world vs. white world) 

Religion (Native American and Christian) 

 

Characterization: Yellow    Symbolism: Pink 

A = Abel      Running 

F = Francisco      Moon 

B = Ben Benally      Rain 

A = Angela St. John     Eagle 

M = Milly       

J = John Big Bluff Tosamah     

FO = Father Olguin 

Al = The Albino 

V = Vidal      

C= Cristobal Cruz      

                                                   

Theme Ideas: Green  

Storytelling                     Nature     Prejudice 

Tolerance      The American Dream   Alienation   

Gender       Loss     Shame 

Identity         

                                         

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence structure)  

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 
Joy Luck Club Annotation Guide 

 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using the color  
beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to  
the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.   
Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of  
despair  

 

Rhetorical Devices 

 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Freedom and Imprisonment 

East and west 

 

 

Characterization: Yellow   Symbolism/Motifs: Pink 

SW = Suyuan Woo   Swan 

JW = Jing-mei “June” Woo   The Twenty-Six Malignant Gates 

AH = An-mei Hsu    Queen mother of the Western Skies 

RH = Rose Hsu Jordan   Food           

LJ = Lindo Jong     The red candle 

WJ = Waverly Jong   Marble end table with the black vase    

YS= Ying-ying St. Clair   Jade pendant 

LS = Lena St. Clair   

                                                                                                                                

          

Theme Ideas: Green  

Communication/storytelling  Culture    Dreams, hopes, and plans 

Family                            Friendship   Foreignness   

Identity                      Language   Love 

Sex                      Transformation   Women 

                                                         

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 

In The Time of Butterflies Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using the color  
beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to  
the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.   
Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color – 
 blackness of despair  

 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Freedom and Imprisonment 

Courage vs. Cowardice 

 

Characterization: Yellow       

M = Minerva   No = Noris    SM = Sor Milagros AT = Angelita Trujillo 

P = Patria   F = Fela     Lo = Lourdes  So = Sonia 

MT = Maria Teresa “Mate”  Mi = Minou    E = Elsa   RE = Raul Ernesto 

D = Dede   PJ = Padre de Jesus   Da = Daysi              J = Jacqueline 

Pa = Papa   RC = Rufino de la Cruz    Li = Lidia  Man = Manolito 

Ma= Mama   CP = Captain Pena   Be = Berto  DL = Dona Leia 

R= Rafael Trujillo   MM = Manuel de Moya  Ra = Raul  DB = Don Bernardo 

V = Virgilio Morales  CM = Carmen Maria  DH = Don Horacio De = Delia 

W = The Interview Woman Mar = Margarita Mirabal  H = Hilda  Dr = Dr. Pedro Vinas 

Pe = Pedrito Gonzalez  J = Johnny Abbes   SA = Sor Asuncion YS = Young Soldier 

MJ = Manolo Tavarez Justo Sa = Santiclo   Mario     

L = Leandro Guzman  Mag = Magdalena       GD = Governor de la Maza                     

S = Sinita   RT = Ramfis Trujillo  AP = Anselmo Paulino “Magic Eye” 

Li – Lina Lovaton   Di = Dinorah   CR = Chiche Reyes 

 Ne = Nelson                                                                                            

          

Theme Ideas: Green      Symbolism/Motifs: Pink 

Dictatorship                      Religion    Butterflies 

Women             Entrapment            Rabbits 

Love    Power                   Portraits of Trujillo                                    

Family     Loyalty    Rain 

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 

Purple Hibiscus Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using the color                  
beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to                
the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.                          
Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of                    
despair  

 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Catholicism vs. Traditionalism 

Kambili and Nigeria 

 

Characterization: Yellow       Symbolism/Motifs: Pink 

K = Kambili Achike   E = Ezinne   Figurines 

J = Chukwuka “Jaja” Achike   K = Kevin   Hibiscus 

P = Eugene Achike or Papa   Ch = Chiaku   Painting 

M = Beatrice Achike or Mama      Palm        

A = Aunty Ifeoma        Lipstick 

Pa= Papa-Nnukwu           

Am= Amaka         

O = Obiora 

C = Chima 

FA = Father Amadi 

FB = Father Benedict 

AC = Ade Coker   

YC = Yewande Coker 

CY = Chinwe Yideze 

                                                

Theme Ideas: Green  

Maturity (Coming-of-age)    Family    Love 

Colonialism                          Education   Religion  

Silence                     Nature      Language 

Power      Gender                     Social relations  

                                                             

 

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



 
 

A Thousand Splendid Suns Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight them using the color          
beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to                      
the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.                                       
Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of                         
despair  

 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 

Conservative rural communities vs. modern cities 

Marriage vs. true love 

 

 

Characterization: Yellow    Symbolism: Pink 

L = Laila      Dreams 

M = Mariam     Nature 

R = Rasheed     Titanic 

T = Tarig                     Pinocchio 

A = Aziza                                     Blood 

B = Hakim “Babi”     Pebbles   

Ma = Fariba “Mammy”     Clothing            

J = Jalil       Jalil’s table            

Mu = Mullah Faizullah                                                                                                     

N = Nana 

Z = Zalmai 

 

          

Theme Ideas: Green  

Love                                                         Women/Feminity                    Warfare 

Poverty                                                         Power                                   Family 

Education                      Shame                      Afghan identity 

 

     

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 

 



Student name ________________________________________ 

Annotations Rubric 

Points for Percentage of Annotations  

100% = 60 points 65-69% = 39 points 30-34% = 18 points 

95-99% = 57 points 60-64% = 36 points 25-29% = 15 points 

90-94% = 54 points 55-59% = 33 points 20-24% = 12 points 

85-89% = 51 points 50-54% = 30 points 15-19% = 9 points 

80-84% = 48 points 45-49% = 27 points 10-14% = 6 points 

75-79% = 45 points 40-44% = 24 points 5-9% = 3 points 

70-74% = 42 points 35-39% = 21 points >5% = 0 points 

 

Quality of Annotations  

Excellent = 20 points Below average = 5 points 

Above average = 15 points Unsatisfactory = 0 points 

Satisfactory = 10 points 

 

“Spread-outness” of Annotations 

Excellent = 10 points Satisfactory = 5 points Unsatisfactory = 0 points 

 

Variety of Rhetorical Devices 

Excellent = 10 points Satisfactory = 5 points Unsatisfactory = 0 points 

 

 

_____ Points for Percentage of Annotations 

_____ Quality of Annotations 

_____ “Spread-outness” of Annotations 

_____ Variety of Rhetorical Devices 

_____ Final Grade 

 



Final Thoughts for the Summer Reading Assignments 
 
Academic Honesty - This assignment, though completed over the summer, is individual work and 
not to be considered group work. While I encourage discussing your interpretation of the works 
over summer to enhance your understanding and enjoyment, duplicate assignments or work that is 
a joint effort will not be accepted and will receive a zero. Highlights and wording of annotations 
must be unique.  
 
I am available to answer questions during the summer and have included my email address and for 
your convenience. Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need clarification or find yourself stuck. 
I am excited to have you as part of our AP program.  Enjoy your summer, and I will see you in 
August! 
 

Heather Preston 

SH Rider High School 

hpreston@wfisd.net 

 

mailto:hpreston@wfisd.net

